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Abstract: The research is aimed at studying the feasibility of defining/formalising model driven project management with base methodology of PMBOK. Our research focuses on PMBOK since more than 75% of the projects around the world use PMBOK for managing projects. Previous research works had considered one or two areas of Project Management but did not consider the whole methodology, and also did not make use of model driven methods. Our research is proposing a model driven project management using UML and OCL for all the 5 process areas and 10 knowledge areas of the PMBOK. The research work will provide large scale applications of system modelling. This will provide support of defining tools for Project Management, deliverables, and documentation. These models will provide consistency, enhance the reusability of components, reliability, and help in automation of standard processes of Project Management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Projects, Programmes, Portfolios are taken at all levels of organisation which may be involving one or many units and they can involve one or 100s of persons. The duration of projects can vary from few weeks to many years. Projects can be simple to highly complex projects, which may be implemented at one location or multiple locations across multiple countries.

Project Management (PM) in broader context means programme management, practice management, portfolio management, Project management office, etc. Project management system is a set of tools, techniques, methodologies, resources, and procedures used to manage a project. This research is an attempt to create a hierarchy of plan, analyse, design, build, test, deploy and various risk, quality and configuration requirements to address project management.

This aim is to help project managers have models which can be used to generate various deliverables, documentation and aids like PM plan, network diagram, risk plans, communication plans, scope, etc. These models will facilitate in organising project activities effectively for efficient management of projects. This will also provide large scale applications of systems modelling.

Considering PMBOK standard as base because majority of projects use PMBOK, meta-models will be defined for the process and knowledge management areas. The benefits of having meta-models would include the following:

- Reusability of tools, documents and deliverables.
- Consistency and reliability in the management of various projects.
- Easier project monitoring and controlling for the execution and full life cycle of the project.
- The final advantage will come in the form of delivering good quality project on time, budget and scope with improved quality.
- Overall customer satisfaction as risk and issues would be managed efficiently and effectively.
- Automation of project management standard process.

Projects are considered at all levels of organisation which may involve one or many business units and they can involve one or 100s of persons. The duration of projects can vary from a few weeks to many years.

Projects can be simple to highly complex projects, which may be implemented at one location or multiple locations across multiple countries.

This work has been applied to a software project for a large financial institution. The project was completed on time and on budget and the major achievement was that project had gone live on the promised date.

The client observed that there were some projects which finished close (2-3 weeks late) to the planned date but not on the same date as mentioned in the project management plan. The project has been a great success as the modelling helped to create good project management plan taking into consideration PMI guidelines and was managed effectively and efficiently.
II. OVERVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

Project management is a very complex field and encompasses technical skills along with management skills to manage stakeholder expectations. Projects are influenced by both internal and external factors and require various communication channels and techniques to reduce the gap and deliver project effectively and efficiently.

According to Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [1], a project is a temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product, service or result. PMBOK describes project management as accomplished through the application and integration of five project management processes: Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing. PMBOK also defines project management into nine knowledge areas. Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to meet project requirements. Project managers have to manage the so called Triple constraints – “Scope, Time, and Cost”, which have been enhanced in recent time with three more constraints called “Quality, Risk and Customer Satisfaction”.

We have presented various papers [4-7] based on our research work and literature survey conducted to understand research and development work being undertaken in the field of Project Management. The studies have been conducted to understand the existing standard models [8-12] and adapt them so as to manage projects in a better way. Modifications have been suggested so as to make existing methodologies work in different areas of work. The studies showed that different methodologies could be suitable for different types of projects. It has also been proposed that tailoring of methodologies would be more useful for different scenarios providing efficient and effective project management and control. The studies also showed that large complex system can be better managed and controlled by dividing the system into smaller modules or phases.

System modelling, dynamic modelling, estimation models and object oriented modelling concepts have been investigated for improving project management [13-16]. The studies showed that system modelling would be useful to have better communication among different stakeholders by managing various communication means, channels and modes. The studies showed that risks could be forecasted and managed more effectively by the use of dynamic modelling. The studies also showed that object oriented modelling concepts and properties like inheritance, modularity, data-encapsulation, relations could be used to describe the life cycle of the projects and manage it more efficiently. The studies proposed a mathematical model for estimating and forecasting along with the use of iterative development for better monitoring and control of the project.

Software and ICT projects have their own challenges due to rapid technological advances, providing better services, facilities etc. Therefore, standard project management methodologies only may not be sufficient for managing project in this area. These methodologies may have to enhance and that’s the reason that Agile, JAD, RAD, extreme programming have been developed [17-26]. The studies also showed that project management methodologies/models should be customised/tailored for the different projects so as to best fit the scenario and hence avoid unnecessary details and reduce cost and time. The studies also tried to combine different methodologies and framework like RUP, PMBOK, agent framework, metaphors and graphical presentations for creating new frameworks/models to suit the requirements for managing, controlling, and execution of the project successfully within time and budget. The studies demonstrated that better estimates could be achieved and also stakeholders could manage in a better manner for overall success of the project. The studies also showed that quality control tools/methodologies like ISO, CMMI would be highly useful in delivering good quality projects. Stakeholders have different set of obligations, constraints, necessities, and expectations as projects in R&D organisations are knowledge intensive requiring more sharing of ideas. These differences have been highlighted in the research papers [27-28]. The studies showed that knowledge sharing areas/sites for the researchers to share/propose/discuss their ideas by using blogs, discussion groups, and chat rooms would be highly useful to enhance creativity and innovations.

Researchers had been able to study various project management methodologies, tools, and techniques etc. empirically and statistically [29-36]. The studies showed that various factors like Management commitment, financial constraints, organisational structure, reward system, education and training of project teams play a crucial role in the successful management of projects. The project managers also tailor their methodology to suit the needs to reduce the cost and time for delivering the projects. The studies also proposed that scope and change management training would be highly useful to project managers for executing, monitoring, and controlling the projects successfully. The studies also showed that in new dynamic environment newer technologies would be more useful than traditional models of development and management of projects. Various techniques like critical path method, PERT, baselining, scope, change, and risk management would be of great help for successful delivery and management of the projects.

They had collected data from various projects to study different areas of project management and analysed it for understanding the effectiveness of various models, techniques or tools. Use of alternative statistical techniques and models such as Fuzzy Logic, NPV, approach-avoidance theory, had been explored in the project management area [37-42]. The studies showed that techniques like NPV, fuzzy logic would be highly useful in estimating and forecasting the project execution with better monitoring and control of the projects. The studies also showed that decision tree analysis, fishbone or cause-effect diagrams could be used effectively to manage quality, risks and deliver successful projects.
managers need different skills/ tools/ techniques / methodologies to manage various projects efficiently. Leadership abilities, communication and management abilities along with IQ, EQ, and MQ of the project manager have a huge impact on projects [43-46]. Teaching of project management is not only about just teaching of GANTT and PERT chart but also must include various software and other tools for successfully managing projects. The studies have shown that project managers should use various communication tools/ methods with different stakeholders. Project managers should have the qualities to be a good team player, manager, having the ability to take decisions with responsibility to deliver successful projects. The studies showed that project manager should be able to manage the expectation of team members, motivating them, understand their training needs and communicate with them at different levels so to manage various stakeholders, teams in a better manner and make them more productive.

Distributed environment of projects in the present multinational organisations gives rise to more complexities in all areas of project management [47-70]. Therefore, standard project management methodologies have to be enhanced to meet diverse requirements from various stakeholders. The studies showed that distributed work environment has its own challenges and advantages. The challenges could be such as managing different time zones, cultural differences, virtual communication environments and costs associated with them, and many more. The advantages could be in terms of providing good quality projects at lower cost. This requires proper documentations, setup the correct expectations, managing various stakeholders and also managing the cross cultural issues effectively and efficiently. The conflict resolution criterion and transparent communication is the key to success in global scenarios and managing successful projects.

Maturity level is able to give the reliability of organisation in a particular area [71-80]. There are a number of maturity and capability levels for project management such as (PM)\(^2\), OPM3, CMMI, IEEE, etc. against which an organisation can be appraised. The maturity models take into account PM processes, factors and characteristics and shows the organisation’s progress from functional to project driven organisation. The maturity models describe how mature the processes are, the success rate of the organisation in past, and also the probability that it would be able to deliver good quality projects. The organisation could use these models to build robust processes and also optimise them with feedback and changing scenarios and environment.

We also studied various other work-flows and methodologies like SPEM, BPMN, Petri-Nets [88-98]. They have their own limitations and complexities due to their own notations and symbols to be used for modelling PMBOK.

Since PMBOK is the recognised (de facto) standard of project management, research would be used to propose a model using UML and OCL for PMBOK processes and knowledge management areas. The model based approach would help to provide benefits of reusability, consistency, and better reliability of the project delivery.

III. OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The main objective of Project Management is to manage the processes defined in the project plan. This involves managing the project risks and issues to ensure that the project meets the business objectives and stakeholder expectations in a coordinated and timely manner and satisfies formal reviews and sign-offs. Project management should ensure that stakeholders’ concerns are acknowledged and appropriately addressed and provide the necessary support to enable stakeholders to meet the project goals.

PM should be able to balance scope, quality, effort, schedule, budget, and risks at all times. PM has to identify the appropriate solution and risk mitigation strategies using standards, documented decision analysis and resolution processes when the projected impact of an issue or a risk exceeds the project threshold.

As shown in Fig. 1 above, PM has to ensure that the project methods, standards, and approaches are followed and facilitate deliverable transitions between project life cycle stages and ensure that key project deliverables are effectively transitioned and placed under configuration management.

PM should implement quality management process such as process and product quality assurance (PPQA) and other quality-related reviews (e.g., Quality and Process Improvement or best practice reviews). On completion of project PM should transfer responsibility for ongoing maintenance to the appropriate entity.

IV. PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS GROUPS

The PMI [1] standard describes the nature of project management processes in terms of integration between the processes, the interactions within them, and the purpose they serve. Process is a set of interrelated actions and activities that are performed to achieve a pre-specified set of products, results, or services. PMI groups various processes of project management into five groups, i.e. Initiating Process Group, Planning Process Group, Executing Process Group, Monitoring and Controlling Process Group, and Close Process Group.
Even though the project management processes are presented as discrete elements, but they overlap and project management professionals can manage the project in different ways. The objectives of the projects can be defined based on the complexity, risk, size, time, resources, documents, deliverables, application area, geographic spread, experience, and maturity of team and organisation. The concept of interaction and overlapping of PM processes can be traced to Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle.

The Planning Process Group corresponds to “Plan” component of PDCA, the Executing Process Group corresponds to “Do” component of PDCA, the Monitoring and Controlling Process Group corresponds to “Check and Act” component of PDCA as shown in Fig. 2 below:

![PM Processes mapped to PDCA Cycle](image)

PMI further divides the project management into nine knowledge areas which are Project Integration Management, Project Scope Management, Project Time Management, Project Cost Management, Project Quality Management, Project Human Resources Management, Project Communications Management, Project Risk Management, Project Procurement Management and Project Stakeholder Management.

**V. MODEL DRIVEN BUSINESS PROCESS ENGINEERING/ UML-RSDS**

MBE encompasses software engineering approaches using models to support analysis, design and implementation of software systems. Models include models of entities and relationships, such as UML class diagrams, and behavioral models, such as statecharts. In our work, we are interested in using models to (i) make precise the concepts of PMBOK, to express inter-relationships between these concepts, and to support precise comparison of the PMBOK elements to the artifacts produced by a specific project management process; (ii) to specify the data and functionality of automated tools to support a PMBOK management process.

We therefore use UML class diagrams, at the application level, to define our models of PMBOK data and operations. These models can be used to help project managers follow the PMBOK process in a rigorous manner. They can also specify the PMBOK data and process in sufficient detail that gaps in particular projects can be identified (either manually, or preferably, by a project management tool). In addition to the models, we provide an index and cross-reference for the models, which identifies for each entity, which model creates instances of the entity, and which models then read instances of the entity. This allows the dependencies between models to be traced.

Further applications of our models may also be possible, for example, to enable the definition and automated collection of metrics about a project management process.

**VI. WHAT PART OF PMBOK WILL BE MODELLED?**

We will use a formalisation and model based on the mapping of Project Management Process groups and knowledge areas as per PMBOK 5th edition is as shown in Table-1 and the activity diagram shown in Fig. 3 to evaluate the case studies and the effectiveness of our approach to identify the gaps between the model and the projects' case studies.

This would help us to map the model/ formalisations based on the PMBOK 5th edition and apply it to the case study/ projects for evaluation.

**Table-1: Project Management Process Group and Knowledge Area Mapping:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Management Process Group</th>
<th>Knowledge Area Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiating Processes</td>
<td>Planning Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing Processes</td>
<td>Monitoring and Controlling Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executing Processes</td>
<td>Planning Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating Processes</td>
<td>Planning Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing Processes</td>
<td>Monitoring and Controlling Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executing Processes</td>
<td>Planning Processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detailed process chart based on various activities to be performed as per PMBOK 5th edition for the overall project management process groups is given in Fig. 3. The lists of activities to be performed in various Process Management Groups are listed as under:

**1.1.1 Initiating Process Group**

- Select a Project Manager
- Determine Company Culture & Existing System
- Collect Processes and Historical information
- Divide large project into phases
- Identify Stakeholders
- Document business needs
- Determine project objective
- Determine Assumptions and constraints
• Develop Project Charter
• Develop Preliminary Project Scope Statement

1.1.2 Planning Process Group
• Determine how you will do planning - part of management process
• Create Project Scope Statement
• Determine Team
• Create WBS and WBS dictionary
• Create Activity List
• Create Network Diagram
• Estimate Resource Requirements
• Estimate Time and Cost
• Determine Critical path
• Develop Schedule
• Develop Budget
• Determine Quality, Standards, Processes, & Metrics
• Determine Roles and Responsibilities
• Determine Communication requirements
• Risk Identification, Qualitative and Quantitative Risk Analysis & Response planning
• Iterations – Go back
• Determine what to purchase
• Prepare Procurement documents
• Finalize the “How to Execute & Control” aspects of the management plans
• Create Process Improvement plan
• Develop final PM Plan & Performance Measurement Baselines
• Gain Formal Approval
• Hold Kick-off meeting

1.1.3 Executing Process Group
• Acquire Final Team
• Execute the PM Plan
• Complete Product Scope
• Recommend Changes & Corrective actions
• Send and Receive Information
• Implement approved changes, defect repair, preventive and corrective actions.
• Continuous Improvement
• Follow Processes
• Team Building
• Give Recognition and Rewards
• Hold progress meetings
• Use work authorization system
• Request Seller Response
• Select Sellers

1.1.4 Monitoring and Controlling Process Group
• Measure against the Performance Measurement Baselines
• Measure according to the management plan
• Determine variances, and if they warrant corrective action or a change
• Scope Verification
• Configuration Management
• Risk Audits

• Recommend changes, defect repair, preventive and corrective actions
• Integrated change control
• Approve changes, defect repair, preventive and corrective actions
• Manage reserves
• Use Issue logs
• Facilitate conflict resolution
• Measure team member performance
• Report on performance
• Create forecasts
• Administer Contracts

1.1.5 Closing Process Group
• Develop Closure procedures
• Complete Contract Closure
• Confirm work is done to requirements
• Gain formal acceptance of the product
• Final performance reporting
• Index archive records
• Update Lessons Learned knowledge base
• Hand off completed product/ project
• Release resources

The activity workflows which would be followed for linking the project management process, knowledge areas and deliverables to be created as per the PMBOK 5th edition is given below in Fig 3. The purpose of the models is to provide a specification of PMBOK, which is also a specification to support PMBOK project managers should follow. The use is to specify the PMBOK data and process in sufficient detail that gaps in particular projects can be identified (either manually or preferably, by a management support tool).

VII. ACTIVITY DIAGRAM FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS GROUPS

The activities diagram for project management process groups as given by PMBOK, 5th edition (PMI, USA) is depicted in the Fig.3 below:

Fig. 3. Activity Diagram for high level process interactions (from PMBOK, 5th edition)
Once the project is sponsored by the client/customer, the project initiation process is started, which helps to create documentation such as Project Charter, Preliminary Project Statement of Work based on various objectives, constraints, assumptions, organisation culture and enterprise environmental factors.

The project enters the plan phase and the Project Management Plan is created which defines the overall programme schedule, budget, timelines, resources, performance measurement baselines, risk and issues management, quality, communication management and change management plans.

The project is then executed and managed with monitor and control processes. The project is tracked and the deliverable are checked as per the measurement parameters and statement of work. Various changes are managed as the plan is defined and once the deliverables are approved, the project is handed over to the client and closed while creating a lesson learned log.

We have specified and created formalised models for all the PMBOK Process Management Groups and Knowledge Areas. In this paper we present example specifications of one process group and one knowledge area.

VIII. PROJECT CLOSING PROCESS GROUP

The closing processes include various activities to close and finish the project. The team hands off the completed project or product to the appropriate stakeholders or close a cancelled project.

The project is completed as per the acceptance criterion defined in the project management plan. The final reports are generated and lesson learned log is created. The project resources are released. The main objectives of the project closing are given below:

- Close out the completed project, and evaluate its overall results.
- Ensure all project activities have been completed.
- Finalize all documentation, and transfer responsibility to the new responsible parties.
- Release all resources.
- Perform process improvement activities: conduct project review meetings, document lessons learned, harvest knowledge assets and submit the assets to organization-wide repositories for reuse.

Project is to be closed once the acceptance criteria are met and the project is delivering the required performance. Stakeholders give their approval for the closure of the project. A final report is written and lesson learned log is created for the future projects to learn from the current project and will serve as reference. The resources are released so that they are available to work on new projects.

Fig 4 shows our formalisation if the Project Closing Process Group data and operations.

Closure class has an association with ClosureProcedure(CP) class through the Closure Procedure. The Project is closed by performing the tasks in ClosethestProject() operation and then releasing the resources as defined in the ReleaseResources() operation.

The ClosureProcedure(CP) class has the attributes of isAcceptanceCriteria: which is used to evaluate the project against approved criterion for completion. The criterion could be based on the project deliverables, change and transformation processes implemented, application, or system delivered. Stakeholders approve the project once the task has been completed as per the laid down criteria of Cost, time, scope, quality, etc.

The attribute isFinalPerformanceReport is associated with FinalPerformanceReporting(FPR) class which is used to perform two operations of generating final reports using CreateFinalReports() and confirming that the work has been completed as per the expectations and approved criterion using the method ConfirmWorkAssignments().. When the project has been completed and handed over to the client and the client signs off the project, the resources are released and the project is closed.

Use the LessonLearnedLog() operation to identify the deliverables to be harvested, cleansed (as needed), and posted to the knowledge management repository. Project evaluation data (actuals vs. estimates) is documented in the project estimating group for integration into the estimating model.

The project manager should do the followings:

- Identify the key artifacts that can be shared. This could include the estimation model, project plans, development strategy, Risk Log, Best Practices, metrics etc.
- Review these artifacts for suitability.
- If the organization has a Process Improvement team or a Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG) or knowledge management team, submit the artifacts to this group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMBOK[1] processes and activities (section)</th>
<th>Formalised Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Closure Procedure (3.7.1)</td>
<td>Closure class Closure Procedure class ClosestheProject operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand off completed product, service, or result (3.7.1, isHandoffProject attribute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Various steps which could be followed for completing the above processes are described in details below:

**Confirmation of work is done to requirements (3.7.1)**  
Confirm adherence to requirements attribute

**Contract Closure procedure (3.7.2)**  
Confirm work is done to requirements (3.7.1)  
ConfirmWorkAssignments() operation

**Release Resources (3.7.1)**  
ReleaseResources() operation

**Final Performance Reporting (3.7.1)**  
CreateFinalReports operation

**Update Knowledge Management database (3.7.1)**  
CreateLessonLearnedLog operation

**Administrative Closure Procedure (3.7.1)**  
Confirm adherence to company’s vaulting/archiving approach.

**ClosureProcedure**  
This list helps close out project operation and transition the appropriate management details to the client or application management team.

**Contract Closure**  
This list helps close out project operation and transition the appropriate management details to the client or application management team.

**Account Closure**  
Determine and document who the client contacts with questions after transitioning the application.

**Release Resources**  
Communicate roll-off dates at least two weeks prior to the actual roll-offs.

**CreateLessonLearnedLog**  
Submit time tracking data to the standard estimating tool used to generate the original project estimates. Submit these time tracking actuals to the estimating tool owner.

- Understand policies for closing project.
- Prepare a back-up and archival plan.
- Prepare for packaging project knowledge assets and experiences to be contributed to the Knowledge Exchange, capability group, methodology group, etc.
- Confirm deliverable ownership and a deliverable transition plan.
- Approach the appropriate organization contact to complete the closing activity such as legal and commercial, finance, human resources, etc.
- Prepare a closure presentation for the client’s management team.
- Confirm the plan and schedule for project closure activities.
- Ensure all sponsors and stakeholders agree to the sign-off checklist.
- Confirm the metrics that the project must achieve before transfer is accounted for.
- Confirm the transition of all reporting, planning, and metrics tracking.
- Document and obtain approval from the client on what formal acceptance of the application means.
- Confirm adherence to the current company retention policy.
- Leverage the records lead at the program level.
- Clear any retention policy changes with the company’s legal department.
- Validate that the client agreed with the retention policy.

- Determine and document who is responsible for periodic relationships and meetings to continue client relationships.
- Retain or dispose of archives and records in compliance with contractual obligations and applicable legal and regulatory requirements, such as tax or data privacy laws, which may vary by jurisdiction.

- Communicate roll-off dates at least two weeks prior to the actual roll-offs.
- Update the Roll-on/Roll-off Form with the roll-off information.
- Complete performance reports for all personnel.
- Release third party resources.
- Return or remove hardware and software, as appropriate.
- Return any leased or rented items or services. Terminate all associated agreements.
- Confirm release of all resources with appropriate reviews.

- Communicate to the standard estimating tool used to generate the original project estimates. Submit these time tracking actuals to the estimating tool owner.
• Ensure completion of metrics collection in the project measurement reporting tool.
• Package and post project initiation documents such as the proposal(s) and Business Case.
• Package and post the client’s requirements document. Consider including documents such as data flow diagrams, entity relationship diagrams, and a data dictionary.
• Package and post plan documents such as the Project Plan, Configuration Management Plan, Work Plan, Risk Management Plan, Project Communications Plan, Quality Management Plan, and any technical plans created.
• Package and post high-level design documents such as the conceptual design, database design, functional design, technical architecture design, and project standards.
• Package and post detailed design documents such as the flow/structure charts, pseudo-code, and program specification documents.
• Package and post source code and any other files and utilities required to create the development environment.
• Package and post test documents such as the test plans, test approaches, test data, stubs, dummy programs, test scripts and scenarios, and test results.
• Package and post the product selection documents.
• Package and post the acceptance procedures for delivery, installation, and acceptance.
• Package and post manuals such as user manuals, installation manuals, and operations manuals.
• Package and post any other documents of interest the project management team deems potentially helpful to similar future projects.

IX. OBJECT/INSTANCE OF THE PROJECT CLOSING PROCESS GROUP

Please find below one of the instances of the Project Closing Process Group:

![Object Model of Project Closing Process Group](image)

Figure 5: Object Model of Project Closing Process Group

X. PROJECT MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE AREAS

PMBOK[1] defines the Knowledge Area as a complete set of concepts, terms, and activities that make up a professional field, project management field, or area of specialisation. PMBOK[1] divides the project management into ten Knowledge Areas.

• Project Integration Management,
• Project Scope Management
• Project Time Management
• Project Cost Management
• Project Quality Management
• Project Human Resources Management
• Project Communications Management
• Project Risk Management
• Project Procurement Management
• Project Stakeholder Management

Even though PMBOK [1] have presented them as different processes with defined interfaces but in practice these areas are interrelated, and they overlap and operate in different ways which are not be completely possible/feasible to capture or describe in PMBOK Guide.
We have formalised all of the Knowledge Areas of PMBOK [1]. We give an example of one formalised model in this section.

XI. PROJECT STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT

This defines the processes for managing stakeholders and understanding their expectations and managing them effectively. The objectives of the stakeholder management are as follows:

- Identify the project’s decision makers and major influences.
- Understand the new application’s business rationale.
- Confirm the target business processes.
- Confirm what the key sponsor, users, and other stakeholders want to achieve from the new application.
- Understand and create Stakeholder Expectations Matrix

![Figure 6: Project Stakeholder Management]

Project manager should do the stakeholder analysis to identify the stakeholder and create a register to document their roles and responsibilities. This would help a project manager to manage stakeholders, communications and sharing information among different stakeholders. Expectations of stakeholders are captured in StakeholderExpect_Matrix.

The IssueLog, ChangeRequest document, and DeliverableDocuments (DD) are updated along with overall Project Management Plan. The Stakeholder Expectation Matrix is created initially during the Plan stage to:

- Identify all stakeholder groups.
- Document stakeholder roles and responsibilities.
- Document key representatives within each stakeholder group.
- Understand stakeholder goals and expectations.
- Document any initial perceived risks, constraints, and concerns.

- Agree on a decision-making process to be used going forward.
- Agree on an approach to gaining stakeholder commitment.
- Understand the level of influence each stakeholder has on the project.
- Ensure that goals and expectations are consistent with the proposed solution.
- Agree to proceed with planning activities.
- SH_Register is created in this process and is used in others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMBOK[1] processes and activities (section)</th>
<th>Formalised Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify Stakeholders (13.1.1 - 13.1.3)</td>
<td>StakeholderIdentification class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>doStakeholderAnalysis():SH_Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CreateStakeholderRegister():SH_Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan Stakeholder Management (13.2.1 - 13.2.3)</td>
<td>StakeholderManagementPlan class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update_PMP()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update_DD()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CreateStakeholderExpect_Matrix():SH_Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage Stakeholder Engagement (13.3.1 - 13.3.3)</td>
<td>StakeholderEngagement class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UpdateIssueLog()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UpdateChangeRequest()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update_DD()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Stakeholder Engagement (13.4.1 - 13.4.3)</td>
<td>StakeholderEngagementControl class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update_PMP()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UpdateChangeRequest()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update_DD()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**doStakeholderAnalysis()**

**Identify Key Sponsors, Users, and Other Stakeholders**

Identify and document all stakeholder groups and key representatives within each group. The term “stakeholder” is much broader than the term “sponsor.”

Though not a complete list of responsibilities, stakeholders typically include groups or individuals who complete the following:

- Sponsor the project
- Generate, review, and approve Requirements
- Participate in the decision making process
- Develop the application (e.g., project team members)
- Use the application
• Are affected by the application
• Support the application.

Key representatives from each stakeholder group are documented in Stakeholder Goals and Expectations template.

While creating the list of all stakeholders, identify key stakeholders who significantly influence the project. For example, key stakeholders can include the following:
• The project sponsor who provides the budget and is ultimately responsible for the project’s success
• A user who generates Requirements and serves as a liaison between the project and end users.
• Other stakeholders who are affected by the new application such as end users, the client’s customers, operations and support personnel, etc.

CreateStakeholderRegister() Following the list created above, interview the key stakeholders to ensure the list is complete, that there are no missing stakeholders, and to document key characteristics about each stakeholder group and key representative. Try to understand which stakeholders are enthusiastic supporters of the project and which ones may not be as supportive. Examples of the questions to ask to better understand the stakeholders include the following:
• End users. Is the audience comprised of primarily internal or external users? Address different security issues depending on the location where the audience accesses the application. The project needs to separate internal and external users.
• Support resources. Who provides long-term application and infrastructure support?
• Determine user authentication and authorization. Does the audience come from the same department? What are the profiles of these users? The answer to this question helps determine how to authenticate users and authorize their access to information and business applications. The answer also clarifies if roles are required and how many. The magnitude of the target audience that the application expects to reach determines how many network and system resources are needed.
• Define the functionality for the audience. What functionality does the audience need? Are they primarily information users? Are there business transactions? Do they publish and collaborate on information with others?
• Define the level of access. Does the audience share common resources equally, or are controls over content/data and application access varied among users? Fine-grained access controls involve more implementation and ongoing maintenance cost, while common resources require user authentication only.
• Identify the content. Does the audience view content/data using the same frame of reference, or do different audiences require a different taxonomy and navigational cues? This answer affects implementation both for the application user interface design and for the content classification and search technologies.
• Identify the dependencies. What enterprise applications are critical to the business process? How are these applications exposed in the application? Whether applications support XML input/output or browser-based interfaces determines how much work is required to modify the applications accessed through the application.

CreateStakeholderExpect_Matrix()

Understand Vision and Business Objectives Review the vision and business objectives as documented in the Project Statement of Work with the stakeholders. Ensure a common understanding. The vision depicts the stakeholders’ view of the application to be developed, in terms of their key needs and features. It contains an outline of the envisioned high-level Requirements and serves as the contractual basis for the more detailed product Requirements. Obtain information on the client’s vision and business objectives to understand the business rationale for the project.
• Understand (in their terms) the business problems that they face and the business results they want to achieve with the application.
• Analyze if the vision and business objectives are realistic, given the state of the business and organization.
• Recognize the business measures that the client uses to determine if the new application accomplishes the business objectives. The project drives these business measures to implemented metrics.

Confirm Target Business Processes Identify the target business processes in the form of a Business Process Blueprint, a high-level view of the key business processes. Once documented, confirm these target business processes with the stakeholders to ensure they are relevant and accurate. This initial Business Process Blueprint serves as the basis for the Identify Major Business Processes step within Define High-level Requirements and for creating the Business Process Blueprint. In this step, projects typically perform one or two levels of process decomposition where all processes are documented.

Confirm Expectations Agree on what sponsors want from the application (in terms of business results and personal agendas), and ensure their goals and expectations are consistent with what they say the organization should achieve. Ensure their expectations are realistic and achievable. Map expectations against the current capability.
Confirm expectations around ongoing application support. Document the goals and expectations, including those for application acceptance and operational readiness in Stakeholder Goals and Expectations.

**Confirm Commitment Level**

Ensure the sponsor and other key stakeholders understand what it takes to achieve the business goals. Communicate what type of support the project needs, and agree on the actions that the sponsor takes to support the project. This includes securing resources for the project either as part of the project team or providing access to the client’s personnel who own critical project information.

Document the agreed-upon stakeholder roles and responsibilities in Stakeholder Goals and Expectations. Stakeholder and client responsibilities may include the following:

- Project planning and execution
- Requirements development
- Requirements management
- Project monitoring and control
- Configuration management
- Quality assurance
- Verification
- Validation
- Supplier agreement management
- Etc.

**Document Stakeholder Goals and Expectations**

Review the Stakeholder Goals and Expectations with the stakeholders, and update it as required. Reflect these goals and expectations in the Business Case. Work closely with the people responsible for developing the Business Case to ensure they understand the full scope and implications of the information gathered from activities performed in this task. Clarify the types and frequency of communication that the stakeholders are expecting, and record this information in the Project Communications Plan.

**Manage Stakeholder Engagement** (13.3.1 – 13.3.3)  

This deliverable documents stakeholder wants in terms of business results and priorities. The deliverable addresses goals, priorities, timelines, constraints, performance measures, roles, and responsibilities, and should be completed before proceeding with detailed planning. A cursory, yet accurate, understanding of these areas builds the foundation for further program/project planning, and subsequent in-depth gathering of all program/project stakeholders’ expectations.

Goals and expectations should be documented relative to (but not limited to) the following:

- Initial assumptions for planning
- Business goals of the application
- Timing to achieve solution (i.e., target dates)
- Working relationships between the development team, business units, users, etc.
- Customer experience
- Financial targets
- Deliverables strategy (what deliverables are needed and when)
- Constraints to be accommodated
- Benefits that have been promised to Stakeholder
- Measures of success
- Communications
- Decision process

During project planning, confirm that all Stakeholder goals and expectations are addressed. If a goal or expectation cannot be met, document the discrepancy in the project’s issue log. The project manager should be prepared to answer how the Stakeholder goals and expectations were addressed during Quality Assurance (QA) reviews as documented in the Quality Management Plan.

As the Stakeholder Goals and Expectations are updated, the Project Communications Plan must be updated. Tailor communications based on the communication needs of various Stakeholder groups.

Reference and update this document throughout the project to manage expectations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Stakeholder Engagement (13.4.1 – 13.4.3)</th>
<th>StakeholderEngagementControl class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations: UpdateIssueLog()</td>
<td>Update_PMP()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateChangeRequest()</td>
<td>UpdateChangeRequest()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update_DD()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During project planning, confirm that all Stakeholder goals and expectations are addressed. If a goal or expectation cannot be met, document the discrepancy in the project’s issue log. The project manager should be prepared to answer how the Stakeholder goals and expectations were addressed during Quality Assurance (QA) reviews as documented in the Quality Management Plan.

As the Stakeholder Goals and Expectations are updated, the Project Communications Plan must be updated. Tailor communications based on the communication needs of various Stakeholder groups.

Reference and update this document throughout the project to manage expectations.

**XII. OBJECT MODEL FOR PROJECT STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT**

Please find below one of the instances of the Project Closing Process Group:
XIII. CASE STUDY

The project was to implement an Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Solution at low cost for one of the financial institutions. The above processes are applied for managing the project effectively and efficiently.

Using PMBOK activity diagram, Fig. 3 as basis, the activity diagram as shown in Fig. 8 for Anti-Money laundering solution was developed.

The above plan was implemented as per the project high level project Gantt chart shown in Fig. 9. The team was brought onsite for gathering various requirements that is high-level, application, product requirements, technical architecture and defining the final scope of the solution.

The team on conduct of study went offshore and started customising the solution as per the requirements and developing new modules. The team was managed by the programme manager from UK and onsite project manager and technical architect. Weekly status meetings were planned with all the stakeholders who were responsible for execution of the project. Status reports were sent to all the business sponsors and stakeholders to apprise them of the progress of the project and highlighting various key deliverables and milestones achieved, and also forecasting possible risks and preventive or corrective actions taken.

The product was developed and tested with sample data offsite and found that that the solution is meeting the requirements as defined in the scope and tested by client stakeholders. The implementation team was brought onsite for the final implementation and handover of the solution. Steps were taken for integration and data sharing of the client application and the new solution. Various tests were performed and parallel run of the application was taken to check the authenticity and correctness of the data and reports.

The client team signed the approval of the solution and the site went live on the date as planned. Making a good project management plan and monitoring it closely along with the involvement of all the stakeholders from the client side and solution provider side, and managing various communication channels along with the effective change management and risk management plan made the project a huge success.

All the requirements and processes of the Anti-Money Laundering solution are shown in Fig 10 and 11. They are based on the formalised models with blue dotted boxes showing the link to the model/class name.

Fig 10 Processes and Requirements in AML solution

Fig 11 Transaction Monitoring
XIV. FIT GAP ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT CLOSING PROCESS GROUP

Please find below in Fig.12 the snapshot of the Fit/Gap analysis done on the Project Closing Process Group and Project Execution Group.

Fig.12 Snapshot of the Fit Gap Analysis for Project Closing Process Group

The analysis of Fit/ Gap for Project Closing Process Group shows that this project followed 100% of the steps/ activities as listed in the PMBOK and formalised model.

The analysis of Fit/ Gap for Project Execution Process Group shows that this project followed 9 out 12 of the steps/ activities as listed in the PMBOK and formalised model. Out of the rest 3 steps, one step was of the requirement change proposed by external agency during the execution phase of the project. This change has the time period for go-live, therefore a plan was prepared, approved/ signed-off to implement the change of online reports of SOCA. The other 2 steps for rewards and recognition were proposed and got approved after the project successfully went live on the same date as planned. The project had been a tremendous success with IT Director’s remark that in his 20 years of career, this is the only project which has gone live on the same day as promised in the plan. His observation was that there were some projects which finished close (2 -3 weeks later) to the planned date but not on the same date as mentioned in the project management plan.

XV. LESSON LEARNED LOG

Please find below the example/ sample of the lesson learned log.

Fig.13 Snapshot of the Sample Lesson Learned Log

We created the Lesson Learned log, so that other projects can benefit from the way this project got success. This was shared on the company knowledge base and news / blog so that people can read about the project and the knowledge.

XVI. CONCLUSIONS

This is a unique attempt to define and describe a complete PM standard taking into consideration all the process and knowledge management areas for creating model driven project management using PMBOK as the base. The paper describes how UML and OCL can be used to create class diagram metamodels for project management. Earlier research focused on simple models or one process or knowledge management area and did not make use of model driven UML and OCL concepts. These research papers focussed on creating structured flow models rather than object models.

Model driven project management helps to define various deliverables and documents in various processes areas. This will help to ensure the consistency of the plan and of the various deliverables required across multiple projects. The model will be reusable and will help to ensure that projects can be managed effectively and efficiently.

A case study of one of the projects has shown that projects can be implemented as per plan when a correct model and plan is defined. Appreciation from the client stakeholder is a testimony in this regard that when the models are defined correctly, projects can be implemented efficiently. Some deliverables and documents may vary from one project to another project as the requirements are different for different projects but the overall model will remain same. This will be a great help to all the project management professionals and also to various stakeholders of the project.
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